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Abstract 

 Most previous literature analyzing political preferences in the public sphere has 

utilized a general sociological survey approach, or has focused on specific policy 

issues or voters’ records, in an explicitly political arena. Few studies have examined 

the display of political preferences in the general, nonpolitical public sphere. This 

study explores whether demonstrations of political preferences in the nonpolitical 

context of a restaurant have implications for service, in that context. 

 We randomly select a subset of New Haven restaurants, via The Menu, a local, 

almost-exhaustive Connecticut dining guide, and randomly assign servers in those 

restaurants to wait on diners wearing an Obama, McCain, or control button. In the 

context of this analysis, we examine the relationship between button assignment and a 

few dependent variables: food service time, packaging time, and wait time for bill. 

Additionally, we examine the relationship between button assignment and servers’ 

attempts to return “lost” letters left behind by the diners.  

 Our results suggest that correlations between treatment button and wait time for 

service are weak. This analysis yields one statistically significant result, between 

button assignment and wait time for check. Lost letters associated with political 

parties (both Republicans and Democrats) garnered more return attempts than those 

associated with a nonpolitical organization. 
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Introduction: Purpose 

 Do displays of personal political preference have ramifications in everyday 

situations? Does wearing a T-shirt, or a political button—and thus demonstrating 

public support for a political group—affect one’s treatment in other, everyday, not-

explicitly-political contexts?  

 While historically-low turnout rates have prompted study of 20th-century 

"American political apathy,” (Dean, 1960; Rosenberg, 1954) it is unclear whether 

such alleged apathy affects the way citizens relate to one another, in terms of 

individual political preferences—or if such apathy simply stops citizens from being 

compelled to visit the voting booth.  

 Should such apathetic attitudes exist (and it is certainly likely that at least some 

Americans are apathetic about the United States’ political process), they likely 

influence the ways in which citizens view peer demonstrations of political preference. 

A few possibilities: Political apathy could cause citizens to demonstrate a lack of 

interest in the political preferences of their peers. It is possible, however, that a lack 

of care about the electoral system could cause citizens to be frustrated with their 

peers’ active participation in the electoral process—and that any demonstration of 

political participation could therefore be seen as unsavory. Moreover, the prevalence 

of, and subsequent general distaste garnered by political scandals may also cause 

citizens to view demonstrated political preferences with disfavor. 

 It is also possible that citizens are not apathetic about politics, but simply do not 

treat those with publicly demonstrated political preferences differently than those 

without publicly demonstrated political preferences. 
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 Thus, we attempt to explore, via the random assignment of political preferences to 

restaurant-goers, whether the visual demonstration of a political preference has 

implications for casual restaurant service. 

 

Existing Literature 

 Existing literature largely deals with more-general issues of public space or civil 

society or with individual-level data, regarding (professed or actual) voting behavior 

(Lee and Mershon, 1996; Erikson et al., 1989, Guth and Weck-Hanneman, 1997; 

Mitchell, 1995; Somers, 1995). Thus, few studies exist which examine personal, 

public, casual demonstrations of political support. While one 1996 sociological study 

(Endersby and Towle, 1996) attempted to investigate the types of people who would  

choose to display political preference, by surveying  the owners of cars with partisan 

bumper stickers, this study merely concluded that the owners of bumper-stickered 

cars had some association with groups whose stickers they chose to display. The 

study involved neither a random assignment of subjects to treatment, nor a random 

selection of individuals for survey. 

 Other existing work implicitly alludes to the possibility of exploring this question 

of displaying political preference in the public sphere, in an experimental context. 

Rind and Bordia’s set of restaurant tipping experiments (Rind and Bordia, 1996) 

show potential for this kind of manipulation in casual, restaurant setting. Randomly 

assigning servers to a treatment group (of varying political preferences) could prove 

unpalatable for restaurants, however, as it violates a preexisting social expectation of 

the neutrality of a server in server/client relationship. Recent controversy regarding 
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New York City branches of the Gray's Papaya hot dog chain’s public support of 

Obama further illustrates this concept (Mainland, 2007). However, Rind and Bordia’s 

use of restaurants has allowed prior examination of a casual setting in which face-to-

face, person-to-person interaction is expected.  

 In addition, the Page homosexuality experiment (Page, 1998), which explores the 

potential relationship between revealing homosexual identity and professed 

availability of apartments for rent, examines the possibility that revealing one’s 

identity as a homosexual may have negative ramifications in a number of contexts. 

While there are obvious distinctions between sexual orientation and political 

preference, the Page study brings forth the potential to further explore questions of 

professed identification with a particular group, in the public sphere 

 Finally,  the “lost-letters” technique first used by Merritt (Merritt, 1948), which 

explored the honesty of citizens by placing letters in various locations, and tracking 

their attempted return rates, has touched on this question, as well. While one study 

(Jacoby and Aranoff, 1971) previously examined the lost-letter technique in the 

context of political polling, and another (Milgram, 1965) used the technique to 

demonstrate the social ramifications of belonging to extremist political groups, this 

method has not been widely used for the exploration of mainstream political attitudes. 

Most recent literature utilizing the technique has focused on applying the technique to 

e-mail and internet methods (Bushman and Bonacci, 2004; Glaser and Kahn, 2005). 

While the merits of the “lost-letters” technique have been debated (Zelnio and 

Gagnon, 1971; Shotland, Wallace, and Forsythe, 1971), we will borrow this 

methodology to further explore our question of demonstrating political preference, as 
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it yields a very-clear measure of a dependent variable—one which depends less on 

the unobservables of table-to-table restaurant service. 

 Could demonstration of political support affect supporters in casual contexts? As 

existing literature has not dealt with this specific question, in a focused manner, we 

will attempt to evaluate reactions to a casual display of political preferences, in order 

to evaluate whether such demonstrations are correlated with a difference in social 

treatment. More explicitly: We assign a specific political candidate's campaign button 

to a diner, before he/she enters a restaurant, and then evaluate whether his/her wait 

time for service differs than that of a non-political-button-wearing control group. We 

will also utilize the Merritt “lost-letters” technique, leaving behind letters which 

contain identification information related to political groups respective of button 

wearers, in order to provide a dependent variable less dependent on unobservable 

factors. 

 

Design 

Pre-planning: Restaurants in the New Haven, Connecticut area were selected via The 

Menu, an exhaustive guide to local restaurants available to and widely used by New 

Haven diners. In The Menu, 98 non-upscale restaurants are classified as either a “bar 

and grill,” a “casual restaurant,” or a “diner;” these restaurants all have table service 

and are thus desirable for the purposes of this study. Upscale restaurants were 

eliminated; it is possible that the expectations for an upscale-restaurant-diner may 

differ from those of a casual-restaurant-diner. (More explicitly: Wearing 

paraphernalia of any kind may be frowned upon in an upscale restaurant context.)  

Additionally, due to scheduling constraints, visits were made to a random selection of 
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35 of these non-upscale, table-service-oriented restaurants.  Subjects (waitstaff) were 

randomly assigned to receive diners belonging to one of three groups: McCain button, 

Obama button, or control button (with an “I ♥ dinosaur” geometric design; see 

attached photos).  

 

Restaurant Visits: 

 Before entering a restaurant, one diner shuffled a deck of cards; each card bore 

one number: 0 (control button), 1 (Obama button), or 2 (McCain button). After 

choosing a card and donning the appropriate button, diners entered the restaurant. 

After being seated, diners ordered food, sticking to a few verbal rules.  

 Questions asked began with “Could I have…,” and questions posed by servers 

were answered with simple yeses and nos. Diners were instructed not to finish all of 

their food, and to ask for food to be packaged. Wait time for service (seating, food, 

check, and packaging) were all noted; other button-oriented comments or server 

reactions were also noted. General restaurant and meal characteristics (time of day, 

price of meal, other diners present) were all noted by diners during the course of the 

meal. 

 After the meal, diners left behind an unsealed envelope, in plain view, on the top 

of the table used during the meal. This left-behind envelope contained three dollars, 

and bore contact information which re-identified the envelope’s owner as belonging 

to the political group associated with button which he/she wore throughout the meal. 

(Diners wearing Obama buttons left behind an envelope bearing a “Democrats of 

New Haven” business card. Similarly, diners wearing McCain buttons left behind an 
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envelope bearing a “Republicans of New Haven” business card. Those wearing 

geometric (control) buttons left behind an “Archaeologists of New Haven” envelope.  

The contact information for each of the envelopes was identical (name and telephone 

number), and was that of this author, Elizabeth Campbell. Attempts to return the 

envelopes (by phone) were recorded; upon each return attempt, callers were informed, 

as requested by the Yale Human Subjects Committee, that they had participated in an 

experiment. The purpose of the experiment was subsequently explained to the caller. 

After 36 hours, if an attempt had not been made by a restaurant employee, the 

researcher initiated a separate attempt to recover the envelope.  

 

Variables: 

 Our independent variable is demonstrated political preference (McCain button, 

Obama button, geometric button (control)). A dependent variable is wait time for 

service, measured in several different contexts: food service (after ordering), 

packaging (after asking), and wait time for check (after asking). Other comments 

about the buttons were also noted, for the purposes of general analysis.  

 Attempted envelope returns is a separate dependent variable. A “return attempt” 

was recorded if a restaurant employee made an attempt, by phone, to return the 

envelope in question.  

Analysis: 

 We use a simple regression model and t-tests to evaluate the relationship between 

button assignment and wait time for restaurant service: Y=b0+b1X1+b2X2+E, where 

Y= wait time (for service/packing/cheque), X1=button-group status (dummy variable 
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for Republican button), X2=button-group status (dummy variable for Democrat), and 

E= error term.  

 The bivariate dependent variable for envelope return (return attempt/no return 

attempt) will be evaluated through logistic regression and a chi-squared test.  

Results 

 Differences between the mean wait time for cheque, between control and 

Democrat/Republican cases, yield significant p-values (at the 5% level), via t-tests for 

differences in means. Regression of our dependent variables for service time on 

dummy variables for Democrat and Republican buttons yields a statistically 

significant coefficient for wearing a “Republican” button.  

 Other dependent variables (wait time for food service and wait time for packaging) 

did not yield statistically significant coefficients. Three servers made unsolicited 

comments about political preference, when diners were wearing McCain pins. These 

comments were not specific to McCain, or to the Republican Party, but rather, each 

indicated servers’ support for citizens to actively engage in politics, no matter their 

affiliation. No similar comments were made when control or Obama pins were worn.  

 

Table 1 
Summary Stats (service time in minutes)

Control Republican Democrat BothPoliticalGroups

MeanFoodServiceTime 15.41 14.72 15.25 3.11

SE 2.15 1.56 1.64 0.56

MeanPackagingTime 2.35 3.6 3.22 3.11

SE 0.41 0.6 0.86 0.56

MeanChequeTime 2.06 3.6 1.25 2.48

SE 0.3 0.6 0.19 0.41

n 10 12 11 23
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Table 2 

T-test for difference in means (difference?0)

Service Time t df Pr(|T|>t

Control-Democrat 0.06 19 0.95

Control-Republican 0.27 20 0.8

Democrat-Republican 0.2 31 0.84

(DemocratorRepublican)-Control -0.24 21 0.82

Packaging Time

Control-Democrat -0.89 19 0.39

Control-Republican -0.74 20 0.47

Democrat-Republican -0.86 31 0.4

(DemocratorRepublican)-Control 0.17 21 0.43

Cheque Time

Control-Democrat 2.33 19 0.02

Control-Republican -2.15 20 0.04

Democrat-Republican -0.64 31 0.53

(DemocratorRepublican)-Control -0.64 31 0.53

 

Table 3 

Regression

Service Time Coefficient SE t P>|t|

Democrat -0.159182 2.560361 -0.06 0.951

Republican -0.691834 2.509046 -0.28 0.785

Packaging Time

Democrat 0.8683544 1.041664 0.83 0.411

Republican 0.6742333 1.020787 0.66 0.514

Cheque Time

Democrat -0.8113 0.6176727 -1.31 0.199

Republican 1.540367 0.6052932 2.54 0.016

 

Table 4 

Intercept Coefficients

Coefficient SE t P>|t|

Service Time 15.411 1.853053 8.32 0

Packaging Time 2.3471 0.7539011 3.11 0.004

Cheque Time 2.0613 0.4470387 4.61 0

 

 Envelope return results yielded different findings (see Tables 5, 6, 7, and 8).  In 

cases in which restaurants did not attempt to return envelopes after 36 hours, the 

researcher called each restaurant to inquire after the envelopes. Only one of these 

researcher-motivated attempts yielded an envelope. In all cases, envelopes which 

were recovered (by both restaurant employees and researcher), the enclosed cash and 

“fake business card” remained intact. Upon diners’ arrival, two restaurants were also 
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found to have permanently closed, thereby lowering the number of subjects actually 

receiving treatment to 33 restaurants.  

 Servers were more likely to return those envelopes which identified the owner 

with a political party, than they were to return envelopes with no political affiliation. 

A chi-squared test yields a p-value of .003, intimating a statistically significant 

difference between groups. In logit, the statistically significant coefficient for 

Republican (at the 5% level) indicates that one-unit change in “Republican” 

corresponds to a 2.08 unit change in the log of the odds. 

Table 5 

3 categorical levels (Control Letter vs. Democrat Letter vs. Republican Letter)

Return Attempt? Assignment

Control Democrat Repub. Total Total

No 8 1 4 13 13

Yes 2 10 8 20 20

Total 10 11 12 33 33

Pearson chi2(2)=11.3215 Pr=.003

 

Table 6 

2 categorical levels (Political Letter vs. Control Letter)

Return Attempt? Assignment

Control Political Total

No 8 5 13

Yes 2 18 20

Total 10 23 33

Pearson chi2(1)=9.9088 Pr=.002

 

Table 7 

2 categorical levels (Republican Letter vs. Democrat Letter)

Return Attempt? Assignment

Republican Democrat Total

No 1 4 5

Yes 10 8 18

Total 11 12 23

Pearson chi2(1)=1.9825   Pr=0.159

 

Table 8 

Logit

envelopereturn Assignment Coeff. SE z P>|z|

Democ 3.688879 1.067995 0.87 0.385

Repub 2.079442 1 2.08 0.038
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Conclusion 

 Our statistically significant coefficient for assignment, with the dependent 

variable of check time, is not reproduced in any of our dependent variables (i.e., wait 

time for food, or packaging). Perhaps wait time for check is categorically different 

from that of wait time for food service. It seems logical that wait time for packaging, 

however, bears certain similarities to wait time for check, as neither depends on food 

preparation. While it is possible that wait time for check and wait time for packaging 

are categorically different and thus can be evaluated as having wholly different 

characteristics, it is more likely, according to several restaurant managers whose 

restaurants are not included in this study, that wait time for check would in fact be 

more streamlined across restaurant visits than wait time for packaging is, as servers 

are often specifically instructed not to keep customers waiting for their checks. Such a 

discrepancy between values for wait time for check and wait time for packaging, then, 

merits further consideration. 

 The results yielded by the “lost-letters” segment of the study also merit further 

discussion. Return rates of envelopes associated with both Democrats and 

Republicans were higher than the control. There was not a significant difference 

between returns of Democrats and Republicans. Why might such a result occur? 

Perhaps notions of the importance of democracy in civil society are, in fact, at play. 

That is, perhaps servers see political parties as something they can recognize, 

particularly in an election year—whereas archaeology seems merely an arcane field. 
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Moreover, perhaps servers saw the content of the envelope as belonging to someone 

“important,” a person who has special duties to fulfill in democratic society. 

Tradeoffs between internal and external validity:  

 The structure of this study yields some interesting questions concerning tradeoffs 

between internal and external validity, as well. While an analysis of various measures 

of wait time for service yielded one significant result, standard errors were generally 

high. Limited observations also made such analysis difficult, limiting the efficacy of 

covariates. Quandaries presented by such field work certainly make it difficult to 

pursue an internally valid study structure. (We could not control compensate for 

differences in kitchen efficiency, or food preparation techniques, for example.) A 

binary dependent variable of envelope return, while yielding a more directly-

observable result, is thus perhaps examining a different situation, altogether: while 

also an indicator of service, and thus treatment in a nonpolitical context, returning a 

“left-behind” item does not involve the direct service interaction that table service 

requires. While it is certainly arguable that these two dependent variables are fairly 

disparate, the role that unobservables play in making the analysis of wait time for 

service difficult illustrates set of problems presented by the undertaking of such types 

of field work. 

External Validity:  

 In examining the external validity of these results, additional questions arise: 

Might these results differ, in other circumstances? Would GOP/Democratic Party 

buttons yield different results than the buttons of other potential presidential 

candidates? In other words, would a Hillary/Huckabee button prove more polarizing 
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than his/her Obama/McCain party counterpart?  Additionally, might buttons 

supporting groups long affiliated with political parties (unions/ACLU for the 

Democratic Party, or Right to Life/NRA for the Republicans) yield different results? 

Might results differ in different geographic locales (Birmingham vs. Boston)? 

 Moreover, can we generalize the behavior of restaurant servers to the population, 

as a whole? The extent to which we may extrapolate these results to the American 

public’s perception of civil responsibility, regardless of political affiliation, is 

questionable. Though servers may be more likely to return a letter belonging to a 

political activist, his actions may not be indicative of the American public’s 

impressions of civil society.  

 Comparing these results to those of previous analyses proves difficult, as this 

question has not been explicitly explored, previously. The “lost-letter” results seem to 

be in conflict with conventional wisdom and rhetoric surrounding the polarization of 

the American electorate, after the last two presidential elections. For example, 

Thomas Frank’s What’s the Matter with Kansas (Frank, 2004), a polemic explicating 

the polarization of a post-presidential election red-state/blue-state America, seems 

contradicted by our “lost-letter” results: as our lost-letter results seem to indicate that, 

no matter his or her demonstrated party affiliation, a person’s “lost letter” is equally 

likely to get returned, and is more likely to get returned than had he/she not been 

affiliated with a political party. Moreover, such a result seems to support a notion of 

civic responsibility, and to fly in the face of conventional wisdom that Americans 

view politics with contempt and distrust—or with apathy, in general. 
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 While making a generalizable statement from limited results is indeed difficult, 

and our causal mechanism is not wholly clear, our question, and its exploration, has 

particular societal relevance. Group collaboration contexts occur frequently: in the 

classroom, in social situations, and in the workplace. Thus, if it is possible that 

demonstrated political preference affects people’s casual treatment of one another, 

this effect could have great salience in casual, as well as professional, situations. 

Might professing general political involvement, regardless of one’s political 

affiliation, positively affect a person’s evaluation by peers—making him or her seem 

actively involved in his or her community? What implications might such a situation 

have for individual social interactions, or candidate-selection contexts? 
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Appendix 

 

*Photos of political buttons used: 

 
 

*Study approved by the Human Subjects Committee of Yale University. 


